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1. The Beginnings

Jan Maria Kisy�nski is a student of
Adam Bielecki, whose PhD advisor was
Witold Wilkosz, a close Cracow friend
of Stefan Banach and Otto Nikodym. In
early 1941, 5 years after Bielecki's PhD
dissertation defense, Wilkosz who, though
soon released after the infamous German
�Sonderaktion Krakau�, in which Polish
Cracow elite professors were deceitfully
captured and imprisoned in concentration
camps, never recovered from serious health
condition, died broken and impoverished.
After the Second World War, Bielecki
moved to Lublin to become one of the
leaders of the newly formed Maria Curie-
Sklodowska University there. Jan Kisy�nski
was one of his �rst (and best) students.

As the latter reminisces, in Lublin he
was taught by �rst-class analysts, including Adam Bielecki, Mieczys law Biernacki,
Krzysztof Tatarkiewicz, Jan Krzy
z, and Konstanty Radziszewski. All of them had
impressively broad, comprehensive view not only on mathematics, but also on science and
humanities in general. The atmosphere created by such great personalities undoubtedly
helped to free up and develop a potential hidden in Kisy�nski's young mind. He always
remained under a great spell of Bielecki's intellectual vigor. The latter cared a lot about
his student's education, and often checked on him whether he studied su�ciently many
academically pro�table books. In particular, he urged him to read [59], and in fact gave
him a copy of this monograph.

Before commencing the description of Jan Kisy�nski's scienti�c achievements, let me
make a personal comment, which agrees well with his views. In fact, to all those who
work in mathematics it should be amply clear that obtaining a meaningful, seminal result
requires time: at least a few years, sometimes 10 years. Thus, it is impossible to write
more than, say 20, important articles. This point of view is not so popular today, in
the times of the publish or perish philosophy pressure, but I seem to meet more and
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more mathematicians who adhere to this view, especially those who are able to look at
their achievements from a perspective. Hence, from the over-50-articles-long list of JK's
publications I have chosen 9 which seem to be of greatest value. They are

[38,40,41,44,46,49�51,53].

I will try to describe all of them in short, one by one, skimming over some other papers.
Kisy�nski's �rst series of articles, written under great in�uence of his master, Adam

Bielecki, was devoted to quasilinear hyperbolic equations of two variables; but at the same
time he also published on other subjects (see e.g., [34�37]).

A turning point in his scienti�c career comes in the late 1950s, when a renown
functional analyst, W lodzimierz Mlak comes to Lublin to speak about new subject:
di�erential equations in Banach spaces. Kisy�nski is intrigued, studies the �rst edition of
Hille's book on functional analysis and semigroups of operators [29] (and, a little bit later
Lions's [57]), and soon makes an entrance into the semigroup society with the in�uential
article [38] on solvability of temporarily inhomogeneous Cauchy problems (see also the
related [39]). The argument of [38] is repeated verbatim in the second edition of Yosida's
fundamental treatise [66, Section XIV.4], and the article is cited in all subsequent editions
of this monograph, and in the equally well-known monographs [56, Section II.2 and II.3]
and [63]. By the way, the same article is the basis for Kisy�nski's habilitation; by that time
JK has moved to Warsaw and is a�liated with the university there and with the Polish
Academy of Sciences.

There is an anecdote related to Lions's book [57] mentioned above, which by the way
was recommended to Jan Kisy�nski by Krzysztof Maurin (see below). As JK recalls, on one
of his skiing trips to Tatra Mountains he took the book along. One day the weather was
rather bad, and he had to stay in a mountain shelter in Hala Ga�sienicowa. He was busy
studying the book in a crowd of fellow tourists. Suddenly, somebody approached him and
asked �Have they caught him yet?�. As it transpired, it was Andrzej Skoczylas, a quite
well-known alpinist, who apparently could not believe that one may read avidly anything
else than crime stories.

A second stunning achievement soon follows: in 1967 his seminal article [40] with a
short, elegant and surprising proof of Trotter�Kato's theorem on convergence of sequences
of semigroups of operators is published. By considering a space of convergent, vector-valued
sequences, Kisy�nski reduces the question of convergence to the question of generation of
a semigroup in this space and thus is able to deduce the Trotter�Kato theorem from the
Hille�Yosida theorem in one impressive move. This approach not only soon makes its
way into fundamental monographs on semigroups of operators (see e.g., [26, Section 1.7]
or [19, Section III.4]) but also allows a bird's-eye view of the question of convergence,
and a deeper understanding of phenomena accompanying convergence if the semigroups
converge merely on a subspace of the underlying Banach space (see [7, Chapter 14]).

To all those who know Jan Kisy�nski only from his work in semigroup theory, his third
in�uential paper may come as a great surprise, but in a sense the paper characterizes the
author better than his other works. JK has always viewed mathematics as a whole, and only
�when forced� described himself as a functional analyst. During his time in Warsaw, thus,
he was greatly in�uenced by Krzysztof Maurin (a great Polish analyst, mathematician,
writer and philosopher � JK often commented on Maurin's long-lasting in�uence on him
and on Polish mathematics as a whole) and Bogdan Bojarski, whose seminar Kisy�nski
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frequented. It was the former who made Kisy�nski interested in the problem of generation
of tight measures: the resulting paper [41] appeared in 1968 and now forms an integral
part of the canon of measure theory (see e.g., [18, Section VII.2] and [3]). A characteristic
and a great asset of the paper is that in it the author does not follow a well-trodden
path but forces his way through a rather unknown territory, using new and non-classical
arguments: instead of commonly used outer measure, he consistently works with inner
measure.

2. The 1970s

The beginning of 1970s, following the fundamental work of Miroslav Sova on operator-
valued cosine functions [64] (see also [60] apparently unknown to JK at the time), is marked
by a beautiful series of Jan Kisy�nski's papers devoted to second-order abstract Cauchy
problems in Banach spaces. In the �rst of these [42], he studies convergence of solutions
of

ϵu(t) + u′′(t) = Au(t)

to those
u′′(t) = Au(t) (1)

as ϵ → 0, where A is assumed to generate a cosine family. The main result, obtained by
an ingenious analysis of Laplace transforms and involving completely monotone functions,
says that the distance between these solutions can be estimated by that between solutions
of corresponding scalar equations (with A replaced by a positive number). Years later in
1991, JK has made a more comprehensive analysis of the full second order equation

au(t) + bu′′(t) + cu(t) = Au(t), (2)

but the result was published in Polish, and in a local journal in Lublin [50], so that it
is not available to a broader international readership (see, however, pp. 134�149 of this
special issue). The fact that c in (2) is in general non-zero, is important in the theory of
neuron transport, and the lack of care in dealing with initial and boundary layers involved
in approximating solutions of (2) by those of (1) may lead to serious consequences, like
these we know from the Chernobyl disaster.

By the way, Jan Kisy�nski never cared much to publish his results in �leading� journals.
Thus, a number of interesting results were published in Prace Naukowe Politechniki
Lubelskiej (Research Bulletin of Lublin University of Technology; he returned to Lublin
in the mid 1980s). An anecdote says that one of those papers was to be sent to Wojciech
Chojnacki for a review. Despite the fact that the latter resides in Australia, a bureaucrat
decided to save on post stamps and sent the paper by regular mail. Thus, instead of by
plain, the manuscript traveled comfortably by ship, due to the mercy of the sailors was
not thrown overboard, and arrived safely in Adelaide only several months later.

In the next two 1970s papers [43, 45], the question of representability of an operator
cosine function in the form

Cos(t) =
1

2
(G(t) + G(−t)), t ∈ R,

where G is a group of operators is studied in depth. Independently, the same problem was
approached (from a slightly di�erent angle) by H.O. Fattorini [21, 22]. This apparently
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esoteric subject aroused surprisingly large interest (for example of the great Czes law Ryll-
Nardzewski, who contributed a variant of the proof of one of the theorems) and was later
greatly developed by JK's student, Wojciech Chojnacki (see e.g., [10] and the references
given there); one of the best-known recent results in this �eld, though, seems to belong to
Markus Haase [27]. The papers [43, 45] are of course referred to repeatedly in Fattorini's
monograph [23] but are relatively less known to the Western mathematical community
than the theorem we will discuss next.

The main idea of the paper [44] is pretty straightforward: a second order Cauchy's
problem should be reducible to a �rst order system of equations of two unknowns (the
second unknown is the derivative). But, as the old saying goes, the devil is in the detail,
and the previous, less successful attempts (e.g., by the already cited Fattorini [21,22]) show
that the matter is not so trivial as it may seem. A corollary to Kisy�nski's main theorem
may be phrased as follows. Let {CosA(t), t ∈ R} be a strongly continuous cosine family in
a Banach space X, generated by an operator A. Then, there is a Banach space XKis which
is uniquely determined up to the de�nition of the underlying norm, such that
(i) D(A) ⊂ XKis,
(ii) XKis is continuously embedded in X: XKis ↪→ X,
(iii) for x ∈ XKis, t 7→ CosA(t)x is continuously di�erentiable,
(iv) the operators  (CosA(t))|XKis

t∫
0

CosA(s) ds(
dCosA(t)

dt

)
|XKis

CosA(t)

 , t ∈ R, (3)

form a one-parameter group in XKis × X.
From (3) it is clear that the generator of the latter group is A(y, x) = (x,Ay) with

domain D(A) composed of (y, x) with y ∈ D(A), x ∈ XKis. It is also manifest that the
corollary is a deeper description of what a cosine operator function is than that given
by Sova, da Prato and Giusti. For one thing, it provides an information of odd-order
derivatives of t 7→ CosA(t) which Sova�daPrato�Giusti theorem by nature cannot do.

The force of this result lies also in the fact, which we want to stress here again, that
XKis is uniquely determined (but not if conditions (i)�(ii) are omitted; see [58].) Nowadays
XKis is often referred to as the Kisy�nski space, while XKis × X is called the phase space,
and it has become amply clear that these notions play a central role in proving generation
theorems for cosine families (see e.g. [1, Section 3.14], [4] or [11]). In particular, attempts
at proving theorems via analysis in the Cartesian product X× X are not as fruitful.

The next result we want to discuss is perhaps less known but ever so beautiful. In
fact it is also somewhat unusual. To recall, since the time of publication of the pioneering
paper by Kolmogorov [54], it has been well known that there is a close connection between
stochastic processes and partial di�erential equations of second order. Partial di�erential
equations of second order form three distinct classes: the elliptic, the parabolic and the
hyperbolic equations. One of the reasons for such a classi�cation is the fact that properties
of PDEs di�er greatly depending on which class they belong to. Now, the second order
PDEs that are known to be related to stochastic processes are of elliptic or parabolic
type (see e.g. [15�17, 24, 65]). The process that we are going to describe now, however,
is related to a hyperbolic PDE known as the telegraph equation. A probabilistic formula
for the solutions to this equation was introduced by Samuel Goldstein [25] and Mark
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Kac [33]. We note that the discovery of Kac, followed by papers by R. J. Griego and
R. Hersh, marked the beginning of interest in so-called random evolutions (see e.g. [61]
where also an abundant bibliography is given). Yet later, this class grew into piece-wise
deterministic processes of M.H.A. Davies [13, 14], which are indispensable in modeling
biological phenomena [62].

Let me describe the result obtained by Kac in more detail. Let a > 0 and v be two
real numbers. The equation

∂2y(t, τ)

∂t2
+ 2a

∂y(t, τ)

∂t
= v2

∂2y(t, τ)

∂τ 2
(4)

is called the telegraph equation. From the theory of PDEs it is known that it has exactly
one solution if we require additionally that

y(0, τ) = y(τ), and
∂y(0, τ)

∂t
= 0,

where y is a su�ciently regular function. M. Kac has shown that the solution is given by:

y(t, τ) =
1

2
E [y(τ + vξ(t)) + y(τ − vξ(t))] , t ≥ 0, τ ∈ R, (5)

where

ξ(t) = ξa(t) =

t∫
0

(−1)N(u) du, t ≥ 0, (6)

{N(t), t ≥ 0} is a Poisson process with parameter a, and E denotes expected value. This
formula generalizes the solution to the wave equation

∂2y(t, τ)

∂t2
= v2

∂2y(t, τ)

∂τ 2
,

which is well-known to be

y(t, τ) =
1

2
[y(τ + vt) + y(τ − vt)], t ≥ 0, τ ∈ R. (7)

For, the only di�erence between the telegraph equation and the wave equation is the second
term on the left-hand side of (4); and if a = 0 the telegraph equation becomes the wave
equation. In such a case, however, the Poisson process degenerates to a family of random

variables that are all equal to 0, and thus
t∫
0

(−1)N(u) du = t (a.s.), so that (5) reduces to

(7).
Of course, formula (7) involves (as it must) a cosine function

C(t)f(τ) =
1

2
(f(τ + vt) + f(τ − vt)) , t ∈ R, τ ∈ R,

of operators in, say, the space BUC(R) of bounded, uniformly continuous functions f on
R. In terms of this family, (5) takes the form:

y(t, τ) = EC(ξ(t))y(τ).
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In [46], generalizing these results, J. Kisy�nski shows that if A is the generator of a
strongly continuous cosine family {C(t), t ∈ R} in a Banach space X, then the solution of
the abstract Cauchy problem

u(t) + 2au′′(t) = Au(t), t ≥ 0

with initial conditions u(0) = u0, u
′′(0) = u1 is

u(t) = EC(ξ(t))u0 + E
ξ(t)∫
0

C(s)u1 ds, t ≥ 0.

A stunningly simple and elegant formula!
But the value of the paper in question goes far beyond this. For the key step in the

argument presented in [46] involved an analysis of the process(
ξ(t), (−1)N(t)

)
,

which was shown to have independent increments in the non-commutative group R ×
{−1, 1} with the following multiplication rule:

(τ, k) ◦ (ς, l) = (τ l + ς, kl).

The importance of this example was soon recognized by the specialists of the then booming
theory of L�evy processes on locally compact groups (see e.g., the introduction to the
Russian translation of Heyer's monograph [28] published by MIR in 1981), the result
made its way into treatises like [20] and is nowadays very well-known (see e.g. [32] or [55]).
It is also perhaps of interest to note that the result of [42] discussed earlier implies that
properly rescaled telegraph process (6) converges in distribution to the Brownian motion
(see also [61] for this subject).

In 1976, JK's Trieste lecture notes on semigroups of operators were published [47].
Although over 40 years have passed since that time, the notes are still a valuable source of
information on the subject and are often referred to by students and specialists. Notably,
they contain a number of non-standard examples which cannot be found elsewhere. The
presentation is also quite unique: even well-known results are often proved in surprising,
elegant ways. By that time JK was appointed a state professor.

The 1970s were crowned with the important article [49], not related to second order
Cauchy problems, but devoted to semigroups generated by di�erential operators on Lie
groups, a subject quite natural for the author, since the the group described above in the
presentation of the telegraph equation, bearing now his name, is of course an example of
a Lie group. It is worth noting that the article was published in the Journal of Functional
Analysis and communicated by Lars G�arding himself � an honor not many had. There is
an anecdote related to this article worth recording here. W lodzimierz Mlak commented
once to JK that he likes to read his articles for clarity and style, but dislikes this particular
one. JK answered that it is G�arding who is to be blamed for that � he accepted the article
on the condition that it will not be longer than 15 pages or so; JK duly shortened it to 11
pages (and made it less readable).

Another article worth noting here is [48]. This is a trace of JK's long-lasting, nearly 20
years long, interest in and diligent work on the quasi-classical approximation in quantum
physics.
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3. More Recent Work

Let me complete this survey with basic information on two most in�uential papers of
Jan Kisy�nski published in the last twenty years. The �rst of these is [51]. To explain its
main idea let us consider a not necessarily densely de�ned linear operator A in a Banach
space X such that all λ > 0 belong to the resolvent set of A and

M := sup
λ>0,n≥1

∥λn(λ− A)−n∥ < ∞; (8)

such operators are nowadays called Hille�Yosida operators. It is well-known that a Hille�
Yosida operator generates a strongly continuous semigroup on the closure of its domain,
called the regularity space:

X′ = clD(A);

outside of X′ the semigroup is in general unde�ned but there exists an object called a
Lipschitz continuous integrated semigroup [1].

Kisy�nski proves that condition (8) is equivalent to the existence of a representation

H : L1(R+) → L(X)

of the convolution algebra L1(R+) of absolutely integrable functions on R+, by bounded
linear operators in X, such that ∥H∥ = M and

H(eλ) = (λ− A)−1, λ > 0,

where eλ is given by eλ(τ) = e−λτ , τ ≥ 0 (see [30] for a related result). Also, he characterized
the regularity space and the semigroup de�ned there as follows: x is a member of X′ i�
there are ϕ ∈ L1(R+) and y ∈ X such that x = H(ϕ)y (in other words, X′ is the range of
the representation H) and the semigroup generated by A is given by

T (t)x = H(ϕt)y, t ≥ 0,

where ϕt is the translation of ϕ ∈ L1(R+) to the right.
Besides indisputable beauty and elegance of this algebraic version of the Hille�Yosida

theorem, the importance of this result lies in the fact that it provides an intriguing link
between the theory of semigroups of operators and the celebrated factorization theorem of
P.J. Cohen [12] (see also [31, Section 32]). Namely, the characterization of the regularity
space given above is possible since, by the Cohen theorem, the range of H is a closed
set, L1(R+) having a bounded approximate identity (see [8, 9, 52] for more information).
JK often stresses that originally, being unaware of Cohen's result, he characterized the
regularity space as the closure of the range of H � it was W. Chojnacki, who turned his
attention to the factorization theorem. He also comments (to my delight) that his work
on the algebraic version was in�uenced by my papers [5, 6]. To use his own words: �It is
a measure of my success that I had co-worked with such mathematicians; they are of too
high a class for me to treat them simply as my students.�

It should be stressed that the result obtained in [51] provided a new, and unexpected
insight into Wolfgang Arendt's theory of integrated semigroups [1] and lead naturally to
the analysis of distribution semigroups. The latter objects were studied in the seminal
paper [53] in the Journal of Functional Analysis, communicated by P. Malliavin. As
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commented by Valentin Keyantuo in a very detailed Mathematical Review article, in
[53] Kisy�nski develops �a theory of distribution and ultradistribution semigroups based
on the Fourier transform and a careful analysis of pseudo-resolvents�. Such semigroups
are strongly related to local integrated semigroups (see e.g. [2] which JK values very
highly) which �give a way to study Cauchy problems that may not be well posed in the
classical sense�. �The results include the case in which the distribution semigroups may be
degenerate, this being used to study implicit Cauchy problems�. V. Keyantuo concludes
by saying: �The approach is elegant, very general and provides a uni�ed framework for
various previous results. Concrete problems (...) are dealt with successfully�. Needless to
say, [53] was followed by a long series of other articles devoted to related subjects.
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